
Meet the new Duracar.



*depending on chosen transmission  **depending on DC charger

Technical specs
Homologation L7e
WLTP 150 km*
Speed 85 km/h*
Climbability 20%
Motor Power 15 kW
Battery capacity 25 KwH Ion LFP
Consumption KwH/km 19 KwH/100km
Charging time 20-80% 45 min.
Max. DC charging 20 kW
Weight of chassis and cabin with battery 875 kg
Loading capacity 1000 kg
Turning Radius 4500mm
Brakes front and rear Front discs, rear drums
Suspension front and rear Coiled springs
Towing Yes
Electric power steering Yes
Tire size 165/65 R14
Seat 2
Size 3695 x 1490 x 2200mm
Wheel base 2000mm
Track width 1285mm
Vehicle warranty 2 years
Battery Warranty 5 years
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We developed our cabin with a clear vision in mind: creating a car suitable 
for any business while becoming the drivers’ favourite LEV. A driver-centric 
approach that we call The Driver’s Way. Providing a comfortable and 
confident experience in the car, enabling every driver to thrive and enjoy 
their time behind the steering wheel. So we put the driver first in every 
decision we make.

Our unique approach consists of four important themes. A golden combo 
that makes driving a Duracar safe and so enjoyable. Let’s go the driver’s way! 

We go the driver’s way
Becoming the driver’s favourite LEV.
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1. Perfect visibility
Driving a Duracar is all about feeling comfortable and confident. The large 
front and side windows create an excellent overview, providing situational 
awareness and confidence in driving. Features like a heated windscreen, 
electric heating and optimised air outlets prevent the windows from 
fogging up. A perfect view, no matter the weather conditions. We even 
equipped the Duracar with wide truck mirrors to eliminate blind spots. 

Because seeing is better than guessing.

• Heated windshields

• All-around windows

• No blind spots

• Truck mirrors



2. Optimal Safety
You feel safe driving a Duracar. Period.

It’s all in the name. The Duracar is built like a car, with a familiar steering 
and a frame designed to provide strength, stability and safety.

Our cars have excellent handling due to our low center of gravity and our 
breaks are powerful. The Duracar has great manoeuvrability, making city 
navigation and parking easy. Especially when adding the optional parking 
camera and sensors. The car is steady and firm. A perfectly balanced 
vehicle, even in strong winds. And the All Weather Tires keep you going in 
any weather condition.

The Duracar has a maximum speed of 85 km/h, which means that the 
drivers feel safe and secure driving through bigger city rings, even along 
freight traffic. Last but not least, we are able to adjust the Duracar’s throttle 
response and torque, so we can offer an optimised vehicle for any traffic 
situation.

All these elements make sure the drivers return back home.

• Range of 150 km

• Automotive steering and pedal set

• All Weather Tires

• Low center of gravity

• Variable throttle response and 
torque settings

• Perfect manoeuvrability  
and easy parking

• Optional ABS and airbags
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3. Great comfort
Every driver can sit comfortably in a Duracar. The spacious cabin is easily 
accessible, allowing quick in and out’s for the driver.

Our cabine is equipped with an adjustable seat and steering wheel, that can 
be customised to any drivers’ preference. We have chosen for a relatively 
bigger seat for the main driver due to the common practice of LEV’s drivers 
working individually. For the co-driver, we installed a foldable seat that still 
meets all the safety requirements.

Our seats have great durability, making sure they remain comfortable 
throughout the years. The cabin provides enough storage possibilities. The 
floor and walls are double panelled; this isolation blocks out unwanted 
sounds and helps to regulate the interior temperature. This means a cool 
cabin in the summer and warm one in the winter. Keeping it comfy. 

• Fully adjustable positioning of seat and steering wheel

• Durable material

• Spacious cabin

• Foldable co-driver seat

• Double panelled cabin isolation



4. Simple convenience
Waking up with a smile knowing that you are going to set foot in a Duracar. 
That is the feeling we strive for. So we installed a 7 inch tablet screen to 
display all essential information, plenty of storage possibilities, a first aid 
kit, coat hangers and high quality cup holders. Convenience, all over. The 
dashboard is designed with simplicity and consists of high quality materials. 
Vandal proof, because we understand that no one wants to drive in a used 
down car.

The Duracar has high quality speakers with excellent connectivity. Drivers 
can listen to their favourite music using bluetooth or any of the three 
USB ports. We offer plenty of charging possibilities for mobile devices. 
Everything you need to keep the business running.

We thought of it all. Driving a LEV has never been more fun. 

• High quality Bluetooth speakers

• Great connectivity and charging possibilities

• 7 inch tablet display

• Vandal proof interior design
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About Duracar
Built to be the ultimate Light 
Electric Vehicle (LEV) for last-mile 
delivery in urban zero-emission 
zones, Duracar is the extremely 
capable and manoeuvrable solution 
for transportation and delivery. 
Duracar aims to make the world a 
greener, healthier and safer space by 
offering drivers a comfortable and 
easy-to-manoeuvre electric vehicle. 
Duracar aims to be the new standard 
for delivery and transportation in 
urban area’s, where zero-emission 
is becoming the new norm. The 
LEV is just the first step in Duracar’s 
mission to accelerate the transition 
to a greener future where mobility 
solutions contribute to a cleaner, 
healthier and safer world.

We are always open for new 
partnerships that accelerate our 
mission to make inner-cities the 
greenest, healthiest and safest they 
can be. Let’s shape a better and 
greener world together.

Contact us:
info@duracar.eu 
www.duracar.eu 
Middelweg 29 
6191NC Beek
The Netherlands


